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Our analysis addresses 3 key questions regarding the market
opportunity for electrified heat and thermal storage applications

Q.1

What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Q.2

What is the size of other relevant heat market segments?

Q.3

What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?
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About Aurora

Aurora provides data-driven intelligence for the global energy
transformation
United States
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transactions supported in 2020
Regular detailed coverage

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Analytics on demand
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About Aurora

Aurora brings a sophisticated approach to the provision
of analysis and insight to the energy industry
Research & Publications

Software as a Service

▪ Industry-standard market outlook reports and
bankable price forecasts for power, gas,
carbon and hydrogen markets

▪ Out-of-the-box SaaS solutions, combining
cutting-edge sophistication with
unparalleled ease of use

▪ Strategic insights into major policy
questions and new business models

▪ Origin provides cloud-based access to
Aurora’s market model, pre-populated
with our data

▪ Read and constantly challenged
by 350+ subscribers from all
industry sectors

Commissioned Projects
▪ Bespoke analysis, drawing
upon our models and data

▪ Trusted advice for all major
market participants proven in
500+ projects: transaction support,
valuations, strategy & policy engagement

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Models
& Data

▪ Amun automates asset-specific wind farm
valuations for over 30 leading funds,
developers and utilities

Models & Data
▪ Market-leading long-term
models for power, gas, hydrogen
carbon, oil and coal markets
▪ Continuous model improvements
to reflect policy and market
developments
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Our analysis addresses 3 key questions regarding the market
opportunity for electrified heat and thermal storage applications

Q.1

What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Q.2

What is the size of other relevant heat market segments?

Q.3

What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?
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What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

We have assessed the market size for electrified industrial heat
applications in three steps
Total addressable market (TAM)

Serviceable addressable segments (SAS)

TAM =
Global heat demand – heat demand outside industry

SAS =
TAM – Heat demand outside relevant temperature
range – existing low-carbon heat + heat demand for
pre-heating

Method
▪ We estimated the heat market
size based on UN data

▪ To determine SAS, we applied
three steps:
i.

Limits by directly
serviceable temperature
range

ii.

Discount to consider
existing alternative lowcarbon heating
technologies

iii. Upside from staged heat in
high-temperature industry
processes

TAM

Temperature
limit

i) Market by
temperature

i

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Alternative
heat sources

ii) Market w/o
existing lowcarbon heating

ii

Potential from
staged heat

iii) Final SAS

iii
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What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

The market size of different industrial heat segments is determined
by the temperature requirements of each segment
Methodological notes

Heat demand per temperature and industry segment in Germany
TWh
i) Directly serviceable temperature

▪ A significant proportion of
industrial heat is required at
temperatures above 500oC

iii) Electification of pre-heating processes
101

97

▪ Iron and Steel makes up a
significant proportion of total
industrial heat demand, largely
above 1000oC

68

▪ This is the key factor leading to
a lower Serviceable market than
the Total market for electrified
heating applications
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▪ Staged heating leads to
potential for accessing higher
temperature demands –
although a share of pre-heating
is already provided via waste
heat
▪ c. 5% resistance-based heating
in industry process heat could
be deducted from SAS
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What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Focusing on the directly applicable temperature range and the
potential for staged heating leads to a SAS of c. 11,200 TWh
Market size globally,
TWh/year
25,903

16,549

11,202
2,316

468
9,354

TAM

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Temperature limit

i) Market by
temperature

8,886

Alternative
heat sources

ii) Market w/o existing
low-carbon heating

Potential from
staged heat

iii) Final SAS
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What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

An electrified system that can deliver heat up to 500°C can serve
c. 45% of all industrial heat demand
Total addressable heat market (TAM)

Serviceable addressable segments (SAS)

TAM =
Global heat demand – heat demand outside industry

SAS =
TAM – Heat demand outside relevant temperature range – existing
low-carbon heat + heat demand for pre-heating

Heat demand,
TWh/year

Heat demand,
TWh/year

25,903
9%

12%

6%

11,201

47%

7%
5%

4%

14%
29%
9%

3%
3%
4%

8%
SAS

TAM
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Not elsewhere specified

Source: Aurora Energy Research

14%

12%
2%
4%
2%
7%
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What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Germany is by far the highest source of industrial heat demand in
Europe
European SAS break down
TWh/year

227.1
A broad geographical definition of Europe has been
employed in order to capture the key markets
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Rest of Europe
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Our analysis addresses 3 key questions regarding the market
opportunity for electrified heat and thermal storage applications

Q.1

What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Q.2

What is the size of other relevant heat market segments?

Q.3

What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?
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What is the size of other heat market segments?

Heat storage systems could be used to recover c. 2,500 TWh
of waste heat globally
Fraction of heat demand available for waste heat
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What is the size of other heat market segments?

Germany is by far the highest source of waste heat in Europe
Resulting European waste heat potential
TWh/year

42.9
A broad geographical definition of Europe has been
employed in order to capture the key markets
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What is the size of other heat market segments?

Up to 69% of global district heating demand could be electrified,
reflecting a market of c. 2,460TWh
European district heating demand by source
%

3,556
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60%

Global district heating demand
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24%
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4%

8%

40%

1,333
38%

20%
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1,096
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1,126
Total Global heat demand 2021

Heat pumps

Industrial excess

Non-electrifiable sources

Electric boilers

CHP plants (H2 and gas)

Partially electrifiable sources (CHP)

Fuel boilers

Waste incineration

Completely electrifiable sources

Solar thermal

Fuel production heat recovery

Total electrifiable sources

Geothermal
District heating can be electrified up to 31 + 38 % by 2050
• 31% of the district heating demand in Europe in 2050
would be either already electrified (Heat pumps and
electric boilers) or electrifiable (fuel boilers)
• An additional 38% of CHP could be electrified

Sources: Heat Roadmap Europe, Aurora Energy Research

The size of the current market that can be electrified is
between 1 and 2.5 PWh

• The analysis presented here
represents an upper bound of
the size of the district heating
market
• Overall demand growth for
district heating may stagnate
due to efficiency improvements,
but Heat Roadmap Europe sees
the potential for district heating
to increase from 12% to 50% in
terms of the proportion of total
heat delivered
• The total market for low-carbon
DH is up to 2.5 PWh, which is
addressable by electric
applications and CHP plants
• Key uncertainties moving
forward are regarding the role
of large scale heat pumps,
combined heat and power
(CHP) from gas and coal with
carbon capture and storage
(CCS) and hydrogen.
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What is the size of other heat market segments?

Demand for district heating comes mainly from Russia and China,
with China being the main growth area
Heat demand from district heating
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What is the size of other heat market segments?

There is great potential for expansion of district heating networks,
however it will only be realised if there is a significant policy shift
Modelled heat demand from district heating
% of total heating demand

Chart is ordered based on difference between
2015 (Baseline) and the result of the Heat
Roadmap Europe (HRE) scenario in 2050
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• Baseline 2050 represents the
proportion of district heating
demand if no change in policy is
enacted
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• HRE 2050 represents the
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that could be expanded in order
to remain in line with Paris
targets

Average across all 14
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• The chart shown here indicates
that the countries that exhibit
the biggest growth potential are
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• In some countries (such as
Romania or Finland) the
penetration of district heating is
lower in the HRE scenario, due
to economic reasons
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Our analysis addresses 3 key questions regarding the market
opportunity for electrified heat and thermal storage applications

Q.1

What is the size of the market for electrified industrial heat globally?

Q.2

What is the size of other relevant heat market segments?

Q.3

What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?
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What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?

Cumulative investment to electrify industrial heat using Heatcube is
c.€1tn, with iron and steel representing about 29% of the total
Cumulative investment to electrify SAS
bn EUR

Technology Assumptions
Unit capacity

12 MW charge;
5 MW discharge

Storage capacity

60 MWh

CAPEX

2 mEUR

=> Annual heat output

21.9 GWh

▪ We assume that Heatcube is
cycled once per day – leading to
a total of 21.9 GWh of heat
output per 60 MWh unit

1,023
12%

▪ CAPEX is assumed to be
consistent over countries and
industry applications

14%

▪ Cumulative investment
represents the market at
saturation.

14%
Global heat demand
TWh/year
11,201

Comments

29%
2%
2%

4%
8%
9%
7%

SAS

Cumulative investment
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Textile and leather
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Iron and steel

Non-ferrous metals

Paper, pulp and print

Not elsewhere specified

Sources: Aurora Energy Research, Kyoto Group
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What is the cumulative investment needed to electrify heat markets?

Electrification with Heatcube of other heat markets could imply
additional cumulative investment of €450bn globally
Global waste heat supply
TWh

Global district heating demand
TWh
• Accessible waste heat supply is
c. 2.5PWh, with iron and steel
industry being the dominant
sector

4,700
2%
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32%
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325

224

96%

4%

4%

3%
1%

Potential WH

2%
Accessible WH

• Up to 70% of the district
heating demand could be
satisfied by electrical sources,
which could be an additional
2.5PWh market globally for
electrified heat applications

Cumulative investment to electrify
bn EUR
429
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Sources: Aurora Energy Research, Kyoto Group
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Disclaimer and Copyright
General Disclaimer
This document is provided "as is" for your information only and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by Aurora Energy Research Limited and its
subsidiaries Aurora Energy Research GmbH and Aurora Energy Research Pty Ltd (together, "Aurora"), their directors, employees agents or affiliates (together, Aurora’s
"Associates") as to its accuracy, reliability or completeness. Aurora and its Associates assume no responsibility, and accept no liability for, any loss arising out of your use
of this document. This document is not to be relied upon for any purpose or used in substitution for your own independent investigations and sound judgment. The
information contained in this document reflects our beliefs, assumptions, intentions and expectations as of the date of this document and is subject to change. Aurora
assumes no obligation, and does not intend, to update this information.
Forward-looking statements
This document contains forward-looking statements and information, which reflect Aurora’s current view with respect to future events and financial performance. When
used in this document, the words "believes", "expects", "plans", "may", "will", "would", "could", "should", "anticipates", "estimates", "project", "intend" or "outlook" or other
variations of these words or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual results may differ materially from the
expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements as a result of known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Known risks and uncertainties include but
are not limited to: risks associated with political events in Europe and elsewhere, contractual risks, creditworthiness of customers, performance of suppliers and
management of plant and personnel; risk associated with financial factors such as volatility in exchange rates, increases in interest rates, restrictions on access to capital,
and swings in global financial markets; risks associated with domestic and foreign government regulation, including export controls and economic sanctions; and other
risks, including litigation. The foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive.
Copyright
This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright material of Aurora, unless otherwise stated.
This document is confidential and it may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or in any way used for commercial purposes without the prior written consent of Aurora.
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